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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

A Task Force Meeting on Co-operative Develop-
ment of New Models of Secondary Education .,ias
organized in col laboration with the Office of Educa-
tional and Cultural Research and Development
(Balitbang Di kbud ), Indonesia from 26 to 31 July
1974, within the context of the Asian Programme of
Educational Innovation for Development . The meeting
was at' ended by personnel :esponsible for . and in-
volved in, the development of secondary education in
six countries , namely, , Australia , India , Indonesia ,
Japan, Republic of Korea and Thailand .

The Agenda covered the following:

1. Review of preliminary studies on
secondary education prepared b y the
participants

2 . Identification of innovative model s of
secondary education and development of
a scheme for appraising and evaluating
these models;

3. Preparation of plan for joint studies
and suggestions on further co-operative
action for development of new models
of secondary education; and

4 . Preparation of plan for future fol low-
up work by each individual participant

Organization

The meeting was formally opened by
Professor Dr. . Harsja W. Bachtiar,, Head of the Office
of Educational azld Cultural Research and Development ,

1
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New models of lecondary education

Ministry of Education and Culture, Jakarta, Indonesia.
In his address, he welcomed the participants and
spoke bricfly on the development and future plans of
secondary education in Indonesia. Professor Harsja
W. Bachtiar emphasized the need in Indonesia for
transforming the secondary schools into more flexible
and more adaptive organizations and indicated that
his country would very much welcome ideas from other
countries wh.".re perhaps different systems have been
developed. In developing models of secondary educa-
tion, he offered a note of ,:aution concerning the
existence of variation within the country as well as
between different countries. While emphasizing the
need to give attention to the economic costs of these
models, he hoped that the countries of the region
would benefit from the exchange of their experiences
in developing new models of secondary education.

On behalf of Unesco, Dr. H.K. Paik, Specialist
in Training Educational Personnel, welcomed the
participants, explained the basic features and object-
ives of APEID and reviewed the objectives of the
Task Force Meeting.

The meeting was assisted in its work by the
following officers:

Chairman

Vice-Chairman

Rapporteurs

Method of work

Prof. Dr. Conny Semiawan
(Indonesia)

Dr. . Yung Dug Lee
(Republic of Korea)
Dr. R.P. Singhal

Dr. A.S. Ryan
(Australia)

Country study reports on secondary education
were presented by the participants from India,
Republic of Korea, Japan, Indonesia, Thailand and

8



Introduction

Australia. The presentations were followed by an
intensive review and discussion.

The meeting identified the following items for
in-depth discussion: (i) current issues and trends in
secondary education; (ii) identification of innovative
models; (iii) proposals for appraising and evaluative
models; (iv) general guidelines for further co-
oper?tive development of new models of secondary
education; (v) plans for further co-operative action;
and (vi) development of oi.ttlines and schedules for
future follow-up work by the participating countries.

The report which follows was prepared jointly
by the members of the Task Force. A draft of the
report was considered in the final session of the
meeting and was adopted subject to minor modifica-
tions. These m)difications have been incorporated in
the report.

49
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Chapter Two

MAJOR TRENDS AND ISSUES IN
SECONDARY EDUCATION

Each of the participating countries is currently
engaged in the reconstruction of its secondary educa-
tion. It was very interesting, indeed, to note that
a lot of thinking is being done in these countries to
make secondary education more meaningful. The major
trends and issues may be broadly classified into the
following areas.

1. Restructuring of education including secondary
education

2. Social relevance of secondary educat on
3. Curriculum modernization
4, Linking education with productivity
5. Human resources development
6. Planning and management of the system

1. Restructuring of education including secondary
clducation

In India, the Secondary Educ ation Commission
(1952) had suggested an 11-year pattern of higher
secondary classes. i .e. eight years of elementary
education followed by a 3-year integrated higher
secondary course and a three-year Degree Course.
The Education Commission (1964-1966), however, thought
it proper to recommend a 10+2+3 pattern of education,
i.e . 10 years of general education, two years of
diversified higher secondary education and three
years of the first degree course. This was broadly
accepted as a national policy in 1968. Most of the
States and Union Territories of India have since changed

1.0



major trends and issues

over to the new 10+2+3 pattern. The secondary stage
consists of classes IX to XII, of which IX and X form
part of general education and classes XI and XII
comprise the senior secondary stage popularly known
as the "Plus two" stage.

By and large, the 'plus two' stage is located
as a part of the school system; but there are States
where the 'plus two' stage is located in colleges or
in both schools and colleges. The Natiorn1 Policy on
Educa t ion (1968) laid down that the 'plus two' stage
may be located in schools or colleges or both depend-
ing upon the admilistrative convenience of the States.
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New models of secondary educat'on,

In the states which have not yet adopted the
new 10+2+3 pattern, the pattera :of education 15 either
11+3 (11 ye-rs of schooling and- 3 y 'ars of degree)
or )0+1+3 (10 years of school, ona year of Pre -

University Course (PUC) and 3 years for the first
degree ). There is a strong move to have a broadly
uniform pattern of education throughout the country.

The age of entry to class IX is 14+. To
class XI, it is 16+. There is no maximum age for
these classes but generally the over-age scudents
pursue a non-formal channel th-ough evening schools,
correspondence course or Open Schiols.

In Thailand currently,, only 48 per cent of
students who complete their elementary education
enter the secondary level. The Department of Ger
Education plans to extend more opportunity to those
in the rural remote areas. Fifty new small secondary
schools are being built annually. There is also a
proposal to make the three-year lower secondary
education compulsory but a large amount of funas wil
be needed. So the government has not agreed on
the movement yet.

New curricula have been implemented since
1978. The first cycle was completed in 1984.
Evaluation ha:, been periodically conducted. The
quality of education was still not considered satis-
factory and there was considerable disparity of
quality among the different educational regions and
between urban and rural communties. Attempts
have been made to improve the quality of eudcation
and to reduce the disparity through projects such as
the diversified secondary schools, the School Mapping
and the School Academic Planring. School Academic
Audits and Natilnal Assessments ar. conducted every
year as part of an overall achievement monitoring
systems.

Japanese secondary education consists of corn-
pulsory lower secondary school (graces 7-9) and non -
compulsory upper secondary school (grades 10-12).

6
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Major trends and issues

Nowadays, as much as 94 per cent of lower secondary
graduates go on to upper secondary.

The Korean secondary education system is com-
posed of tmo types of schooling, one more formal
than the other. The formal secondary school system
is composed of three-year middle schools beyond six
years of elementary school, and three-year high schools.
High schools are further divided into general high
schools, vocational high schools. The less formal
secondary school system is composed of civic high
schools, in-plant high schools and the high school of
the air and coarespondence. Civic high schools,
very fink/ in number, are a kind of conununity insti-
tution to provide high school education for those who
missed attending formal high schools. In-plant high
schools are established in industrial plans for the
purpose of providing a high school education programme
for the workers who missed attending formal high
schools. The high school of the air and correspond-
ence has been in operation for the past 10 years with
great success in providing high school progranunes
to those who either missed attending formal 1-igh school
or who wish to refresh their past learning.

Approximately 95 per cent of the age group
attend the farmal middle (junior high) schools and
about 75 per cent of the school age group attend the
formal high schools. The ratio of general high school
students to those in vocational high school is about
6 to 4 in favour of general high schools.

The highest priority in secondary education is
given to the general citizenship education with great
emphasis on moral development. Oln the foundation of
general citizenship education the middle sch,11 provides
students ample opportunity to explore their poten-
tialities and aptitude for future choice of work. High

schools are endeavouring to provide varied progranunes
to suit individual needs of students

In Indonesia educational structure is composed
of 1 to 20 years of pre-school classes, : years of
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New models of secondary education

elementary school , three years of junior secondary
school , three years of senlor secondary school , and
four to seven years of tertiary education. The sec-
ondary schools consist of general secondary schools
and vocational secondary schools. The decade uefore
the 1950s when the first increases in numbers of enroll-
ment began to make their appearance, the educational
systen s were not only small in size , but they also
catered to a relatively homonge.leous clientele , drawn
to a large extent from the economic ally better-off
sectors of the urban population, and the very affluent
among the rural people who are tew in number and
generally used urban educational facilities for their
children.

This does not ..:.--an that the urban poor and the
not very rich rural population were completely denied
education, but the provision for them was quite
inadeqiate.

In Western Australia, the secondary school ,
grades encompass grades 8-12. The first three of
these (grades 8-10', complete the compulsory period.
of universal education. Approximately 20 per cent of
students leave formal education at this point to enter
the unskilled work force. A further 15 per cent
enter into apprenticeship and other vocationally
specific training in the Technical and Further Edu-
cation (TA FE) Colleges. The remaining 65 per cent
continue into the upper secondary school (grades 11,
12 ), in one-year terminal courses (10 per cent ) or
two-year academic programmes (55 per cent ) aimed at
preparation for tertiary studies . Some 15 per cent
of students who enter the two-year courses drop out
before finishing grade 12.

2. Social relevance of secondary education

In India, there is a strong opinion that educa-
tion has to be relevant not only to the individual ' s
needs but also to those of the society. . Secondary
education which provides for general (basic ) education
through cote curriculum in the lower secondary stage

148



Major trends and issues

and diversified studies in the higher secondary stage
has continually to review its currjula so as to
incorporate the rapid changes that are taking place in
society and also the changes occuring due to the
explosion of knowledge and new advances in science
and technology. Besides, the curricula must be aole
to fo:-....r proper values in the young minds so that
they imbibe appropriate attitudes. In order that
secondary education is able to meet social needs,
it is felt that it must, inter alia,

- evolve such curricula as are relevant to the
needs, aspiration and activities of the
people

- provide non-formal and continuing education
opportunities (by way of part-time or
evening schools) for dropouts and working
persons

- set up open systems such as Open Schools
and correspondence courses to provide for
own time education

- use advanced technologies such as INSAT,
radio and TV for mass education

- introduce indigenous, improvised teaching aids
- modernize curricula, tecaching and evaluation

practices by introducing computer science,
population education, environmental education,
value education, etc.

- introduce project work
make woik and community service an integral
part of the curriculum

In order to make :earning programmes respon-
sive to the social demand, the School Academic
Planning scheme in Thailand is being introduced to
all secondary school principals. The scheme starts
with identifying the critical needs of the school.
Results of the National Assessment are reported back

1 5
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New models of secondary education

to the school to provide a school academic profile as
part of ihe basic data. Community survey by the
school are encouraged and the results are then
available as another part of basic Objectives
of school programmes will be formulated from these
sources of information. The curriculum will be used
as a core of the programme ar 1 schols e.re :encouraged
to modify and diversify the }earning progn.mme
according to locally identified needs.

In ( rder to respond to the challenge of economic
development pclicy and social change the curriculum
of high s-hoo/s in Korea is kept flexible. There has
b3en tr,end toward linking secondary education with
practical work. Vocational education is considered in
Korea as a process of orienting students to the world
of work as well as a process of faclitating the total
personality development of students.

Most parents in Indonesia tend to push their
children to pursue education to the highest level
without considering their children's interest and
apti:ude. For example, while more than four hundred
thousar d general secondary school graduates took
the higher education selection test this year (1984),
only about 40 per cent could be accepted. In the
context of providing more opportunities for further
educatiol and promoting professional competencies the
government has introduced the Open University foi new
st..hool leavers and people who are already working.
To encourage general secondary school graduates '.o
take programmes related more directly to the wor:d
of work, more flexible programmes, intensive career
guidance, and parent information services have '..b!en
introduced.

3. Curriculum modernaization

One of the basic objectives of the new 10+4+3
pattern in India was to provide an opportunity for
the States and Union Territories to reconstruct their
curricula ani modernize teaching-learning process. A

national level study of the 10+2+3 pattern, conducted
by Dr. R.P. Singhal in 1983, has shown that the

1 6 10



Major trends and issues

pattern has enabled several States and Union
Territories to introduce the new syllabi in classes TX
and X as a part of general education. As envisaged
in "Curriculum for the Ten Year School - A Fra.-}e-
Work" evolved by the NCERT (1975) , science and
mathematics are now essential components of the core
curriculum besides sc,cial studies. Work Experience
or Socially T !se f ul Productive Work (SUFW) is also an
integral part of toe curriculum up to class X.
Physical and healtn education are compulsory and form
part of general education. Stress is laid on environ-
mental education, population education, national in-
tegration etc. In the light of the, experience gained ,
and keeping in view the reLommendations of the
National Review Committee on Secondary School Curri-
culum (1977 ), suitable modifications have been m...de
in the curriculum for classes IX and X. The curriculum
for classes XI and XII provides for one compulsory
language and four elective subjects either from
the academic spectrum or from the vocational spectrum
or from both. There is generally no exam for entry
to class IX. All students who have qualified in
class VIII are eligible for admission to class IX. For
class XI, admissions are noi many based on the results
obtained by the students in the School Exam conducted
at the end of class .. by the Boards of School Edu-
cation. At the Plus two stage (1. for higher
secondary classes XI and XII). new syllabi for
arts, sciences and commerce are in vogue. The
National Review Committee for Higher Secondary Curri-
culum (1978 ) suggested vocationalization of higher
secondary education by providing a vocationalized
spectrum along with the academic spectrum in ,17,sses
XI and XII. It laid empbasIs on non-technical vo-
cational courses for general higher secondary schools
so that there is no duplication with Poly technics and
Technicpi Schools. It recommended a number of new
vocational courses to be undertaken by higher secondary
school e.g. agriculture related vocational ciurses,
and courses related to trade and commerce, home
science, insurance, touri-m, publishing, advertising,
beautician' s courses etc. Vocationalization of higher
secondary education is now given a major thrust.
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New models of secondary ed,4cation

At the lower secondary level in Thailand,
students have to earn at least 85 units, 72 of these
being in compulsory units organi-ed in 5 groups --
Language:, Sciences-Mathematics, Social Studies, Per-
sonality Development, and Work-Oriented 73ducation.
Courses in each of the groups are bo4.' required and
optional . Varieties of courses are offered in resp-
onse to individual needs and rate of development.

At the upper secondary level, students have to
earn at least 75 units. Thirty-six of these are com-
pulsory -- 6 for Thai, 6 for Social Studies, 6 for
Sciences, 6 for Health and Physical Education and 12
for Work-Oriented Education. For Work-Oriented Edu-
cation, students can choose any one of the six areas,
Industrial Arts, Agriculture , Home Economics, Business
Education, Arts and Cr-ft, and Art Education. Students
can choose to take elective programmes either in aca-
demic areas or in vocational scheme I and II. Those
who take the vocational schemes are paid higher
when they enter the job market than are those who
take the academic programme.

Although industrial arts aLci home economics are
compulsory subjecLs at lower secondary schools in Japan,
their aim is not directed at the mastery of profess-
ional skills.

Upper secondary school is composed of
(i ) academic or general courses, (2) vocational courses
and (3) other specialized courses. In 1982-1983, out
of about 5,200 schools, 30 per cent offered both (1)
and (2) or (3), 50 per cent offered only (1) and the
remaining 20 per cent offered only (2) or (3) .

Almost all of the above plural course schools are not
comprehensive schools, because they require the
choice of course in advance.

For upper secondary students to graduate, it is
necessary to complete at least 80 units within three
years (full-time courses) or in four or more years
(part-time and correspondence courses). In the case
of academic or general courses, all of the 80 units
come from general subjects, whereas the total consists
of 50 units of general subjects plus 30 units of

1812



Major trends and issues

vocational and other specialized courses.

Regarding the remedial actions of the secondary
schools curricula of Indonesia, the so-called 1984
Curriculum has commenced implementation in the first
grade of the Upper General High School (SMA), to be
followed by the second and the third grades success-
ively in the next years. The curriculum consists of
two major kinds of programmes, that is, core pro-
grammes and elective programmes oriented to the
specific target groups. The core programme, con-
sisting of required subjects for all students, is
designed to meet the minimal requirements of
knowledge, basic skills, and right attitudes.
The electives encompass several different kinds
of programmes to cater to the needs of different
target groups, according to the demands of the local
regions and talring into consideration the potential-
of the individual. These elective programmes
are classified into two categories of programmes,
i.e. Programme A and Programme B.

Programme A is meant primarily to prepare
students who have the ability required for further
study at the l'igher learning institutions, e.pecially
the universities and insititutes. The programmes
belonging to this category include the Physical
Sciences Programme, Biological Sciences Programrae.
Social Sciences Programme, and Cultural Knowledge
Programme, which are related to the four fields of
studies known at the higher learning institutions,
namely Physical Sciences, Biological Sciences, Social
Sciences, and Culture.

Programme B is intended for the students who
have the interest and aptitude to take various kinds
of intensive studies relevant to other settings of life
in the community. The programme is geared primarily
to preparing students for employment directly upon
completion of SMA education as well as those who
wish to go to academies, polytechnics, and otner

13 19



New modas of secondary education

non-degree programmes, before working. Programme B
includes programmes on Industrial technology, com-
puters, agriculture and forestry, services, family
welfare, maritime and culture. Each )rogramme offers
both (1) general/academ,c subjects as the basis for
the particular vocations concerned and (2) vocational
subjects relevant to each respective programme.

The planning of cote programmes and Programme A
is mainy the responsibility of the central office of
education, while the planning and management of pro-
,tramme B is entrusted to the respective provincial
offices of ed..Ication. Better co-operation between the
provincial office of education and the other relevant
government and private institutions will need to be
established so that the programmes can be implemented
smoothly and effectively.

In Western Australia the current pattern of core-
plus electives in the lower secondary grades is to be
replaced by a new structure of seven equal-status
curricular areas. The seven proposed areas which
are to be studied by all students, are

Language and Communication
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science and Technology
Phisical and Health Education
Vocational and Personal Awareness
Practical and CreaMve Arts

In order to guarantee a suitably balanced pro-
gramme it is intended that school timetables will
be so organized that at any one time each student will
study at least one subject from each grouping.
Curricular committees have been asked to structure
,ourses within their respective curricular areas so
that sequences of units which demand sustained and
rigorous study to significant depth are available.

Subjects which have improved status under the

2014



Major trer.ds and issues

proposed model, and some which will be introduced
for the first time, will include

Languages other than English
Religious Studies
Design Education
Sex Education
Decision making
Moral Education - Values and Ethics
Peace Studies

Themes which are expected to apply across the
curriculum (i.e. to be a dimension of taohasis by all
teachers) are

Literacy and Numeracy
Computer Awareness
Pastoral Care and Student Welfare
Research and Information Skills
Life Skills

It is also proposed to loosen the present pattern
of chronological promotion by introducing a system of
criterion referenced assessment such that promotion
will b, based on demonstrated mastery. To allow
this to operate independently for each subject, schools
will implement vertically organized timetables
such that a student's rate and extent of rogress can
vary from subject to subject.

4. Linking education with productivity

In India the importance of secondary education
to prepare manpower for economic development will be
far greater in the years to come than it is today.
Education cannot confine itself to the role of merely
promoting, aparting or generating knowledge. It must
also serve to develop the human resource in such a
way that it proit:nt,s economic growth. It must provide
an important input to national development.

The education-prt luctivity link will help to en-
sure that the produce of secondary education is



New models of secondary education

suitable to t.nter the world of work. This calls for:

- linking education with work
- vocationalization of higher secondary education

on a larger scale keeping in view the regional/
local needs

- providing opportunities for apprentice training
or on-the-job training for a period ,which
may vary depending upon the requirements
of the skill development

- entrepreneurship training to enable students
to take up self-employment or me=sagerial
responsibilities in jobs or vocations

- strong co-ordination and linkages with employ-
ing agencies in matters of planning curriculum,
teaching techniques, evaluation and certification

- making provisions for vertical mobility of the
students who having passed with vocationalized
higher secondary education certificate wish
to pursue further studies

- an attitudinal change on the part of those
who are concerned with implementation of the
work-oriented education.

The stage has already been set with the National
Development Council re:ently stressing Food, Employment
and productivity as the three basic tenets for pre-
paration of the overall Seventh Five-Year Plan. The
education sector obviously has a great responsibility
to achieve the objectives of the Seventh Plan in
close collaboration with the other sectors of develop-
ment. Moreover, socially-useful productive work
having been already approved as an integral part of
core-curriculum up to lower secondary stage and
the need to vocationalize higher secondary education
(plus two stage) having been already recognized, the
education-productivity link model would help to
realize the goal much faster.

22
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Major trends and issues

The comprehensive school in Thailand were
designed to offer a learning experience relevant to

vocz:ional areas in the local communities. The pro-
gramrne consists of many alternatives that students
could choose according to their individual interest,
aptitude and ability. It is anticipated that those who
graduate from the comprehensive secondary schools
will be equipped to go directly into the world of
vvork in the local communities.

Incentives are provided for those who are taking
the vocational programme in the upper secondary
schools. Those who take a vocational programme will
be paid higher when they get a job than will those
who take an academdc prt gramme. Five vocational
areas are being offered. They are Indusrtrial Arts,
Agriculture , Home Economics, Business Education, Arts
and Crafts , and Art Education.

In Japan, out of the 4,600,000 upper secondary
students in 1982, about 70 per cent are in academic
or general courses, 29 per cent in vocational courses
and 1 per cent in other specialized courses.

As a result of the rapid change in the industrial
structure, continued technological progress, and also
of upward shift in the educational credentials of new
entrants into the workforce, vocational courses at
senior high have lost the glory of I,he early 1960s. In
1960, more than 40 per cent or stuoen.s attended these
courses hut now this rate has fallen to a Attie less
than 30 per cent as stated above. Nowadays, their
primary function is, along with the bottom groups of
general courses, to secure for their students manual
or lower clerical or sales jobs in the local markets
on the one hand , and to supply to local industrials
those docile workers who are trainable in each corn-
pany' s employee training system, on the other hand.
But continued progress of FA (Factory Automation)
and OA (Office Automation) have begun to deprive
students at these courses of their share of jobs and
their chances of getting into good employee training
systems

()
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New models of secondary education

Although about 40 per cent of general course
graduates in 1982 went on to higher education insti-
tutions (universities and junior colleges ), the majority
of these come from the upper strata in the general
course schools. On the one hand, it is a big problem
that a majority of general students enter into em-
ployment without any vocational preparation. But, on
the other hand, it is equally a big probhim that job
openings themselves for upper secondary graduates are
beginning to shrink.

It Is not without reason, therefore, that more
and more general students have come to head for special
training schools after graduation. Since their legal
recognition as a part of the school education system
in 1976, special trainind schools have grown into a
major wing of post-secondary education alongside
the traditional sector of higher education institutiol...

But the essential feature of the special training
school sector is its vast variety. Some of these
schocls have secured a steadfast place in the labour
market as a supplier of sub-professional skills in
such areas like engineering, hygiene, paramedics,
education and social services. But some of them are
extremely unstable in this respect. Along with the
vast number of these schools (2,804 as against 455
universities and 526 junior colleges in 1982), this

variety causes a critical lack of well organized in-
formation and leaves upper secondary guidance activity
in serious confusion.

Special training schools are mostly privately
owned and receive minimum public control in such
matters as buildings, equipment, qualification of
teachers and so on. On the one hand, It is the
source of these schools' flexibility and adaptability
to the new developments of market needs. But, on
the other hard, it results in the vast variety in the
quality of education and training, students' fees and
other expenditure, students' career opportunities
after graduation, and the like.
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Major trends and issues

In contrast, both public and private upper
secondary schools are under strict public control as
regards the above stated respects. Cu the one hand,
this guarantees a common minimum standard and uni-
formity in the quality of education and so forth.
But, on the other hand, it hinders upper secondary
curricula frc.m adapting quickly to the new needs of
the labor markets.

These are the real dilenunas Japan faces as
regards vocational or specialized education at the upper
secondary or post secondary stages. A realization of

this dilemma is urgently needed. No one knows yet
whether the following policies can lead to such resol-
ution but they are beginning to be put intc words or
practice.

These are:

1. The updating of vocatioral subjects (intro-
duction of information processing, for instance)

2. The introduction of specialized courses
other than traditional vocational ones
(athletics, theatrical' performance, cookery,
sight-seeing, and the like)

3. The development of comprehensive schools
(which provide general or academic courses
combined with updated vocational courses and
other specialized courses)

With regard to vocational education in Korw.i
which is emphasized in both general high school and

vocational high schools), arguments for basic vocational
education versus specific skill training have long been
an unresolved issue for the past quarter century.
Hkmmever, there is now a clear tendency to place more
importance on general or basic vocational education
than on specific skill training. Specific skill training

that is requirea for parti.ular jobs is increasingly
provided outside the formal school. Vai ,ous public
and private training institutions are taking over from
schools the responsibilities of specific training.
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In Western Australia, secondary education is seen
primarily as general education, although there is now
increasing emphasis within the currieAlum on vocational
and personal awareness. Secondary snhools concentrate
on those basic skills and social and intellectual com-
petencies that are clearly relevant to all future occu-
pations as well as further formal study. Vocational
cducation has traditionally been provided through the
separate Technical and Further Eduction (TAFE)
Colleges which rece1-0 students for apprenticeship
training after grade iu of secondary school. However
because of changes in the need for apprentices
and the financial recession in industxy, relatively few
secondary students have acc.ss to this avenue of voca-
tional preparation. The upper secondary schools thus
include increasing numbers of students who are more
interested in a vocationally relevant experience within
a broad general education rather than the academic
curriculum traditionally offered in the upper school.
The Beazley Committee of Inquiry (1984) has rec-
comended closet /inks between secondary schools and
the TAFE Colleges such that senior secondary students
may attr..-K1 TAFE Colleges to study vocational units
as part ot their overall secondary school curriculum.

5. Human resources development

Truining of personnel is considered in India to
be vital to the raising of their efficiency. A number
of inservice courses for t -chers are being organiz...d
by the NCERT and other agencies throughout the
country for orientation of secondary school teachers
in the new conten.. of currict..a, teaching te:hniques
and other procedures. The National Institute of
Educational Planning and Administration (NIEPA) is
engaged in a big wry in the training of educational
planners and administrators. The training is cadre
based as well as thematic. It covers different levels
of functionaries ranginz, from school heads to senior
educational administrators at the State level. The
duration of training programmes varies from 2 weeks
to six months. Among the various training programts
which are organized by NIEPA, a special mention
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may be made of the six-month Pre-Lnduction Programme

for Training of District Education Officers leading to
Diploma in Educational Planning and Administration.
Out of six months, three months are devoted to
intensive curricular training in NIEPA and the remain-
ing three months are spent by the participants doing
supervised project work on-the-job. The training

courses of NIEPA have been instrumental in raising
the capabilities of the officers in educational planning
and administration at different levels. States and

Union Territories have to prepare a systematic plan
of training their educational personnel -- both teachers
as well as educational planners and administrators --
in order to raise the internal efficiency of the system
and to improve the quality of secondary education.

Moral education is considered to be an essential

part of all learning programmes in Thailand. It is

the aim of education to promote the development of
person suitable for the denmocratic society.

In order to build Lhe good citizen, students have
to acquire the following qualities:

a) Being a member of human society

b) Being a member of civilized society

c) Being a member of productive cociety

d ) Being a mernber of a good home

e) Being a good mernber of community and
country.

In order to assure these qualities, one has to
exhibit the following attitudes and behaviours:

a) Kindness to other persons

b ) Appreciation of art and music

c: Holding moral and honest job

d ) Maintaining a happy home

e) Participating productively in community and
country development
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It is the main purpose of education to develop
a mature and adequate personality for all citizens.

In Indonesia, provision of teachers has always
been a major problem throughout the history of edu-
cation. The number of teachers produced by the
teacher training institutions has never been able to
catch up with the growing numbers enrolling at all
levels of schooling. Various means of solving the
problems have been taken by the government, such as:

a) establishing various kinds of teacher edu-
cation/training programmes;

b) optimalization of the existing teacher educa-
tion institution, so as to accommodate more
teacher candidate 1;

c) reemployment of zetired teachers;
d) developing a system to attract more

secondary school graduates to become
teachers; and

e) inviting participation of private sectors,
parents and society at large in educational
implementation.

6. Planning and management of educational system

In India, a lot of attention is now being given
to proper planning and management of the educational
system. Fffective planning and management is the
key to maximizing the scarce resources available. At
the secondary level the following strategies are con
sidered to be important:

- Integrate i district level planning taking into
consideration the total educational needs of
the area as well as the infrastructural
facilities, schemes and programmes of other
developmental authorities.

- Linking formal, non-formal and adu1 4 education.

-
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- Modernizing inspection and supervision prac-
tices at the secondary stage with the help of
tools for grading of schools, etc.

- System of monitoring and evaluation based on
Management Information System.

- Stress on non-monetary inputs and community
involvement.

- Autonomy to some schools.
- Training of teachers, institutional heads and

educational planners and administrators.

Planning in Thailand is being done at the local
level. Schools are encouraged to do their own
need surveys and to use achievement profile in pro-
gramme formulation. Monitoring is done at the pro-
vincial level. The use of Quality Control Cycles was
introduced to all secondary school principals last year
(1983) and will be repeated in 1984-1985.

Principals and administrators are urged to pay
more attention to the quality of education rather than
the physical development of the school plant. The
Management Information Systems in Education is being
installed. It is anticipated that decision making
concerning education policy and practice will be more
effective.

In Korea, the inadequacy of the high school
programmes is still a problem. While geneal high
schools are failing to provide adequate vocational
educatIon to the terminal students, vocational high
schools are failing to provide adequate academic pro-
grammes. In order to resolve these problems an
alternative high school model is proposed for im-
plementation. The proposed alternative is known as
the 'integrated high school model' . A brief descrip-
tion of the model appears in Chapter Three of this
report.

An overall evaluation of the existing school
curricula at primary and secondary education levels
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in Indonesia has revealed a number of weaknesses and
strengths. Among the weaknesses are (i) some o: the
subject matter in the curriculum is not suited to the
student's learning ability, and (ii) the curriculum for
certain subject areas at a number of graLe levels is
overloaded. Ir developing the new curriculum, select-
ion and reorganization of curriculum content are follow-
ing criteria that have already been developed. This
will make it possible for teachers to use more
motivating or appealing teaching strategies so that the
children can express themselves more readily through
word or actions. The teaching learning process,
therefore, will be able to give more emphasis to
the way children learn, rather than to wha they
learn. This is one way of making them more
accustomed to thinking creatively. In the framework
of curriculum implementation, the Indonesian govern-
ment has provided appropriate teaching learning
facilities to bring about a school atmosphere that is
more conducive to effective teaching and learning.
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Chapter Three

INNOVATIVE MODELS OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

Innovation and change are essential elements
of develoment, more so of educational development.
Different countries are in the process of developing
new innovative models of secondary education based
cn their past experient.es and new demands of the
sc-ciety. The innovative models of the participating
countries are outlined below:

Republic of Korea

The integrated high school as a proposed new model
of secondary education in the Republic of Korea

1. Organizational structure

The basic model for the integrated high school
may take a variety of forms according to regional
characteristics and school type distribution within
a district (or a specific area). Although thers is no
specific distribution pattern set, the integrated high
school, (depending on existing type distribution and
regional chara:teristics) may be categorized into farm
and maritime type, urban type (I, II) and combination
type for a particular setting (industrial complex ).
Despite the variance in model types, the common
basic assumption is that the management of the curri-
culum will be the same. In other words, various
curricula are integrated and provided according to
students' capacity, aptitude and aspirations and that
horizontal transfer among courses ib allowed.

Existing general and vocational high schools in
each district (particularly in city units) should be
related so that, even though separated geographically,
they will be considered part of the one integrated
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high school cluster. Thus in large cities, several
such integrated sub-systems may exist: in small
cities, a single system may be formed. When a
new high school is to be bi in a given region,
its establishment is consid.tred within the context
of the inteerated system already opirating in that
region to ensure a balanced placement. The follow-
ing are integrated high school (cluster) system
models for different regional characteristics.

a) Farm and maritime integrated high school:
Intra-school integration

This type calls for establishing and managing
various kinds of courses in a sinf,le high school. In
appearance, it is much like the t:aditional compre-
hensive high school, but it differs greatly in a num-
ber of important respects. Since courses offered
should reflect the regional characeristics and needs
of students (and/or parents), the Lctual course
set-up may differ from school to school. In general
courses may be divided into two groups: one that re-
flects +hP regional characteristics and the other
for college entrance. In other words, concurrent
development of programmes of humanities, social
science and natural science for cellege entrance and,
social and practical courses for job placement must
be sought. The model is shown in Figure 3.1.
When expanding an existing high-school, faculty,
recruitment for additional major courses along with
the rec lired expansion of basic facilities must pre-
cede the expansion.

b) Urban type integrated high school (I):
Vocational high school oriented integration

This is an integration of a number of general
type high schools with a vocational high school
offering various courses that meet the educational
needs of the community. There is a high probability
that this type of integration would occur when a
vocational school is to be newly established in a
district where most schools are that of a general high
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natural
science
courses

humanities
courses

fisheries
and marine

science
course

agriculture
courses

other
courses

Figure 3.1. Farm and Maritime Integrated High School:

Intraschool Integration

school or in a region where the number of general
high schools is dominant and vocational few. .

In this type of integration, the non-academdc
student (those not planning to go to college) will
transfer to vocational high schools from the second
grade, making the vocational high school the
ceritre of vocational education in the integrated
high school system. This type of integrated sys-
tem is shown schematically in Figure 3.2.

general
high school

general
high school

.77

vocational
high school

z
general

high school
1

general
high school

Figure 3.2. Urban type Integrated High School (I):

Vocational High School Oriented Integration
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Integrated high schools, whether newly estab-
lished or existing, hould analyse the educational
needs of students anci the community in question, then
develop a long range educational plan before offering
particular vocational courses.

c) Urban type integrated high school (II):
General high school cluster centered
integration

This is the opposite of the Type (I) system
discussed above. Type (II) integration, a number of
vocational schools are related to a. single general high
school in the form of an integrated cluster. In
special district:; of large cities, or in small cities
where vocational schools are many and varied,
Type (II) integration is possible.

College bound students mainly study in the
general high school but those not bound for college
may transfer to one of ti-e vocational high schools
according to their capacity, aptitude and desire, and
receive appropriate vocational education. Transfer
between vocational high schools is also allowed.
From the second grade, students may attend classes
they choose for their major. The relationship
between the different school types in a Type (II) in-
tegrated cluster is prescented in Figure 3.3.

techni al
high school

vocational
hico school

other

general
high school
(cluster)

commerce
high school

home
economics
high school

Figure 3.3. Urban type Integrated High School (II):

General High School Cluster-Centered Integration
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d) Combination type for particular settings
In some areas where it is found difficult to es-

tablish either of the afore-mentioned types, a com-
bination type seems suitable. Actually it is a com-
promise system of 2-3 schools, with a general high
school without vocational courses, a general high
school with various vocational courses, and a
vocational high school tieing put together to form
an integrated system.

College bound students may either study in the
general high school or in academic courses in the
vocational high school. Non-college-bound tudents
may study in the vocational high school cr in voca-
tional courses in the general hagh schol, It is
hoped that personnel from nearby industrial com-
plexes may be invited, especially for vocational
education programmes and that a system of school-
industry co-operation will emerge to enable students
to utilize the industrial facilities for learning.

I

general high
school (with

vocational courses)

high school <
general

high school

Figure 3.4. Combination-type Integrated High School for

special ragions

2. Proposed curriculum structure for the integrated
high school

a) Basic policy
(1) The curriculum for integrated high

schools is to be t.tructured to allow
horizontal transfer among schools and
between majors. The introduction of
an efficient transfer system among
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similar courses is desirable. This
will not only simplify and rationalize in
e.urricalum management but is appropriate
also for manpower development in a
highly industrialized society.

(2) The curriculum is to be composed of
common, basic and major courses. Com-
mon courses include those which a..m
to cultivate personal life and citizenship.
Basic courses will be sub-divided into
humanity and social science courses and
natural practical courses, corresponding
the two major course streams for which
they provide the basis. Major courses
will be classified into humanities, natural
science, performing arts, physical educa-
tion, commerce, linguistics, agricu:ture,
industrial science, marine science, and
home economics.

(3) For those aspiring to enter the humanities,
performing arts, commerce and linguistics,
basic courses in humanities and social
science be provided, and to those
entering - major in natural sciencu,
physical education, agriculture, industrial
science, marine science and home econ-
omics groups, natural and practical
basic courses will be provided.

(4) The curriculum will include compulsory
and elective courses. For each category
of common, basic and major courses, com-
pulsory and elective courses will be
provided, with a greater variety of
electives.

(5) A system of unit credits will be
employed in parallel. As in the current
system, "1 unit" will be equal to 50
minute-class time offered once a week
for a semester (18 weeks). By adapting
the unit system, students in the in-
tegrat:d high school can have the
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freedom to transfer horizontally among
schools and major with relative ease.

(6) The curriculum should reflect the unique
local characteristics and career needs
of students.

b) Structure

(1) Basic pattern

(a) Parallel type - common, basic and
major courses are allocated to all
grade levels as shown in Figure 3.5.

grade level 1 2 3

major

basic

common

Figure 3.5. Parallel type

-

(b) Concentration type--only one categol, of
courses is offered in a single year
as shown in Figure 3.6.

grade level 1 2 3

Conunon Basic Major

Figure 3.6. Concentration type
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(c) Combination typevarious combinations
the parallel

may be offered

1 2 3

and
as

concentration type
in Figure 3.7

1 2 3

Com-
mon

Basic

Com-
mon

Basic

MajorMajor

(Example 1) (Example 2)

1 2 3

Com-

mon

Basic/
--J

Major

1

1 2

Com-
mon

Basic

3

Major

(Example 3) (Example 4)

Common Major

1
Basic

1 2 3

Common

ic

Major

(Example 5) (Example 6)

Figure 3.7. Combination type
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(2) Recommended curriculum aria its manage-
ment

From the various combination types
of curriculum presenter4, Example 5
combination type is re,ommended as
the most suitable for integrated high
schools. This particular type offers a
more gradual progress into major
courses by way of sampling and common
exploration than any other type presented.
The reason for recommending this parti-
cular type will become more clear as
the curriculum management system for the
combination type is explained.

(i) First, students are provided with
a common general education in a great
variety of programmes designed for ex-
ploration in the first year.

(ii) Second, prior to advancing to the
second year, students' placement will be
determined through selection and choice
based on their aptitude, capacity,
aspiration and their first year's
achievement.

(iii) Third, by allowing students to
receive basic courses (which are
introductory to major courses) along
with common courses during their first
semester of -the second year, students
are allowed to rethink in terms of future
study cr occupation and, if necessary,
to redirect their paths.

(iv) Fourth, during the second sem-
ester of the second year, basic courses
are offered concurrently with major
courses to add depth in students majo:
studies which allows room to modify
their career plan and course, if nece.ssary.
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1st year

2nd year

1st

Semester

2nd

semester

common courses--career first-stage

exploration choice

common courses;
basic courses
(humanities and
social science)

common courses;
basic courses

1

(natural and practical

basic and
major courses

second-stage choice
(transfer allowed)

3rd year urses

"Ir-

career choice

T

third-stage choice
(college prepara-
tion examination:
transfer allowed)

colleges--junior colleges--job
placement

Figure 3.8. Managezent of the Integrated High School

Curriculum
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(v) Fifth, students are provided
with an opportunity to sit for
the College Entrance Preparation
Examination and (according to
the examination results ) the
third year course placernents
are determined by selection.

(vi) Sixth, by providing education
in major courses during the third
year only, students are served
more fully in preparation for
college entrance or employment.
Students wishing to enter colleges
(including junior colleges) of
their major study area can do
so on the basis of their high
school recotd; those not choosing
to do so may enter the job
market. Also provision is made
to enable students of vocational
courses to enter higher learning
institutions of the same study
area. According to the proposed
curriculum, students will not
only be allowed horir.ontal
mobility between study areas
according to individual desire,
capacity and aptitude even after
placement into study areas, but
in choosing study areas will also
be allowed ample time for ex-
ploration to decide upon their
career.

(3) Structure (Curricular)
With due consideration given to the

above points, the overall structure is as
presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Structure of the Integrated High School Curriculum

course
sem-

year ester
common
(%)

basic
(%)

major
(%)

Total
(%)

1 100 100
1

2 100 100

1 50 50 I002
2 50 50 100

3 1 100 100
2 100 100

Common, basic, and major courses may include the
folhmving studies respectively:

Common courses: Ethics, Korean I, national history,
mathematics I, physical education,
mdlitary training, music, fine arts,
Chinese character I, English I.

Basic courses:

Major courses:

For humanities and social science
major, hasic courses include politi-
cal science, ecc aics, social
cultural studies, science (an integra-
tion of physics, chemistry, biology
and earth science), and practical
arts.

Comprised of subjects directly
related to advancement to college
or to the world of work. Human-
ities and social science majors for
college entrance courses incude
Korea II, world history, national
geography, social geography, Chinese
character II, English II, foreign

language, and free electives.
Natural and practical science nlajor
for college entrance courses include
history, geography, nlathenlatics II,
physics, chemistry, biology, earth
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science, English II, foreign
language, and free electives. Voca-
tional courses include agriculture
and industrial and technical subjects
along with fisheries, marine science,
home economics and physical educa-
tion.

Thailand

Information processing paradigm in secondary school

It is quite obvious that all schools modify their
programmes to accommodate advancements in science
and technologies. New technologies such as computers,
audio-visual aids, and video facilities make traditional
classroom presentation obsolete and bcring. Students
coming from homes equipped with TV sets and computer-
game machines are unlikely to find school parti-
cularly enjoyable. Besides, the information obtained
from these sources is often more up-to-date and
impactful than that provided directly by the teacher. .
The school has to diversify its role in two aspects
so that ^chooling will remain a worthwhile force in
the communty.

First , schools have to relinquish their informa-
tion-giving roles. The school is the place that is
common for all students. So students should come to
school for common activities. Indi ,ridual learning can
be done at home or through other assigned individual
work. When students are together as a group, the
school must capitaAze on this by organizing group
work rather than letting each individual do his/her
own individual learning in the common classroom space.

Second, the information processing paradigm has
to be included in students at an early stage. Since
the new technologies tend to create an information
flooding, students should be taught to process this
tremendous amount of knowledge. The paradi ,m involves:

4
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a) receiving information,
b) discriminating facts from opinion,
c) identifying significance of these facts,
d) relating facts (data),
e) inferring beyond data,
f) making models (synthesizing data),
g) applying a inodel in a new context, and
h) modifying the model.

It is firmly believed that only through these
modification can schools keep a balance between the
four basic developments namely, language, numerical,
technological and humanistic.

Indonesia

Innovative model of general secondary education in
Indonesia

With regard to the issues and trends mentioned
in the preceding chapter a new moael of the general
secondary school curriculum needs to be introduced
in Indonesia.

The proposed general secondary school curriculum
Nvill consist of two major programmes, that is, core
progranunes and elective programmes. The core pro-
grammes, consisting of required subjects for all
students, are designed to meet the minimal requirements
of knowledge, basic skills, and right attitudes. The
elective programmes encompass several differint kinds
of progranunes to cater to the needs of different
target groups, according to the demands of the local
regions and taking into consideration the potential of

the individual.

Especially fox the upper general secondary
school, elective programmes may consiLt c; two
categories of programmes, those for students who have
the ability to pursue further studies at higher learn-
ing institutions, and those.for students who have in-
terest and aptitade to take various kinds of intensive
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vocati=a1 studies relevant to other settings of life
in the community. The latter programmes are geared
primarily to preparing students for employment
directly upon completion of secondary education as
well as thosd who wish to go to academics,
polytechnics, and other non degree programmes before
working. (Compared with graduates of vocational schools,
graduates of general schools master more basic know-
ledge but fewer specific competencieG. )

Western Australia

Vertical timetabling and the unit structure

As part of a major restructuring of the lower-
secondary curriculum in Western Australia schools it
has been decided to:

a) restructure all syllabuses (in core and
option subjects lin terms of term- or
semester-length units;

b ) introduce a system of criterion-referenced
assessment such that promotion from one unit
to a later one in its sequence would depend
on mastery of the first; and

c ) abandon the practice of grouping children by
Year level and allowing instead a child to
progress at his or her own rate, independent
of the pattern of progress by others of the
same age.

The la.st of these proposals is expected to be met
b y the introduction of vertical timetabling. Whereas
the emphasis has until now been on cross-setting to
allow regrouping of children separately for each core
subject within an age group, vertical timetabling
allows students to be grouped on the basis of interest
and achievement, but without restriction on age. Com-
bined with a measure of cross-setting this will mean
greater individualization of student programmes and
the opportunity for accelerated or decelerated pro-
gress within a subject. The opportunities the
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structure can provide for back-tracking to pick up or
consolidate prerequisite achievement levels for a
given subject will overcome the tendency for weaker
or late-maturing students to become entrapped in
lower levels, and remedial units can readily be in-
corporated without the need for formal withdrawal
arrangements. Taken together, these improvements
are expected to enhance student motivation and
challenge and remove some of the alienating effects
of repeated failure and humiliation among the weaker
students.

An important advantage of the term-length unit
structure is that it provides the student with compa-
ratively short-terrn goals and thus a more identif:able
incentive system. At the same time, it multiplies
substantially thc Jpport un ities a student will have
to choose other subjects or to repeat modules of work
where necessary.

Two potential dangers in the proposed model are
recognized. First, unrestricted choice by the student
could easily result in programmes which lack continuity
of content and systematic development as a base for
further study. Second, the underlying emphasis on a
broadly balanced general education for all students
would be threatened by the possibility that a student
would seek to specialize too early or to develop a
preoccupati-n with too narrow a range of subjects.
However, the ceven-art.a structure of the grades VIII-X
curriculum and the insistence that all students maintain
some emphasis on each of the areas, is seen as an
adequate guarantee of breadth and balance. It is also
proposed that sequentially-related series of develop-
ing units be designed in each zurriculum component.
These are expected to provide a sound basis foi later
study beyond grade X and progressive development in
subjects where continuity of experience and mdstery
of sequential material to significant depth is necessary.
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India

Vocationalization of higher secondary education
in India - an innovative model

Vocationalization of higher seconda y education
was considered to be one of the major planks of
10+2+3 pattern of education according th: Education
Commission of India (1964-1966 ) . It was felt that

if large numbers of students could be channeleo at
this stage into meaningful courses , it would encouzage
self-relience and would also help to raise productiv ity .

In the ab sence of such a diversification, the country
may have no choice but to prov ide for more expensive
and often unproductive higher education on a much
larger scale. A recent survey has revealed that
vocational ization of higher secondary education has ,

however, , so far been introduced only in nine States
and three Union Territories . The current intake is of
the order of only 50,000 students in more than 1,500
institution3, The schools in the remaining thirteen
States and six Union Territories still remain unaffected
b y vocationalization.

It is recognized that vocationalization of ' plus

two' ( i.e . classes XI and XII ) is a national impera-
tive for an effecti: e correction in the supply syste m
of manpower to keep pace with the planned devel3p-
menta 1 activities , as reiterated recently by the
Working Group on Secondary Education for the Seventh
Five-Year Plan. The Working Group has recommended
intnoduction of vocational courses in 400 higher
secondary schools per year i .e 2,000 schools during
the Seventh Five-Year Plan (1985-1990 ) on a 100
per cent central-assistance basis . In addition, voca-
tional ization is also proposed to be introduced in
1,000 schools per year with the help of other resources .

The Education Conunission had envisaged that
about 20 per cent of enrolment at the lower secondar y
stage , and about 50 per cent of that at the higher
secondary stage , would be in vocational education .
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Due to an impression in the minds of many parents
that vo-ational courses are inferior educationally and
also because the vocational courses required a lot of
funds, progress in vocationalization has not been
satisfactory.

However, of lk.te, a new impetus has been given
to the programme for vocationalization of higher
secondary education. The state of Tamil Nadu has
in the last couple of years made tremendocs progress
in this sphere. There are 30,000 students who are
enrolled for different vocational courses
at the 'Plus Two' stage. The Government of India,
in its recent meeting of the Central Advisor', Board
of Education, has emphasized the importance of voca-
tionalization of higher secondary education. The con-
ference of Education Ministers of all the States and
Union Territories held this year in Delhi has also
accepted the neei for giving a strong push to the
vocationalization programme.

Some of the main features of the programme
of vocationalization are as follows:

a) Vocationalization Las to be introduced in the
general higher secondary schools.

b) There should not be any duplication with the
existing Industrial Training Institutes and
Polytechnics.

c ) Vocational courses should be introduced in
higher secondary schools along with the
acadeic courses and the students should
have the freedom to choose subjects either
from vocational spectrum or academic spectrum
or from both.

d) Vocational surveys should be conducted at
the district level and the vocational courses
having a large potential for job-opportunities
or self-employment shoula be preferred.

e) Horizontal and vertical linkages shoul& be
established with the employing agencies
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and other departments like the small scale
Industries Department, Banks and Co-operative
Societies in planning the curriculum for
vocational courses; in teaching and pre-
paration of instructional materials, and in
practical work and evaluation of students.

f ) Prior action should be ta ..ten to ensure that
a higher secondary exam certificate with
vocational subjects is duly recognized by
government departments, public sector under-
takings and others for employment.

g) These should be a provision for vertical
mobility of the students who pass out with
vocational courses, so that the vocational
stream does not become a blind alley.

h) Special effort should be made to see that the
product of the vocational stream is suitable
from the point of view of development of
required skills. The Government has recently
amended the Apprenticeship Act to cover the
vocational students of higher secondary schools
so taat they may be able to undertake
apprenticeship on-the-job.

i) Part-timne teachers may be employed if
necessaary to teach vocational courses.

j ) Since there is a danger of the equipment for
vocational courses becoming obsolete at an
early date due to rapid advances in science
and technology, such courses should be
chosen which do not require heavy investments
in workshops and equipment. There are a
number of courses in the trade, marketing,
advertising, insurance, packaging, para-
medical, art and sculpture , etc. which do
not need large investment.

k) In view of the fact that vocational courses
are more practice-oriented , new methods of
evaluation of students should be adopted.
There should be continuous evaluation of the

4 q
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student's work and it should count for the
final certification.

An Operational Model of Vocationalization of Higher Secondary

Education in India

-iHigher Education 1-

Professional
Education

Employment

Secondary
(IX-X)

Higher
Secondary
(XI-XII)

Employment

Figure 3.9.

Vocationalization and development

Self-employment

Further Education

The Sixth Five-Year Plan (1980-1985) argued
that one of the important links between education
and deveLpment is provided by manpower development
through vocationalization of secondary education
related to employment. This has to be carefully
designed, based on detailed surveys of existing and
potential work opportunities and of available
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educational and training facilities . lt should also
keep in view the specific roles and responsibilities
of the different agencies and ensure co-ordination at
the operational level between the deve' mental pro-
grammes and the educational system. Such a differ-
entiation would normally commence after the secondary
stage and may cover a varying period depending upon
the vocational arca , groups of occupations and the
nature and level of skills needed . It envisages a
deepening of the practical bias in the school education
to be supplemented by appropriate apprenticeship in
the field , farm or factory situation. It is not
necessr / to follow a rigid sequence in the order of
acquii ing the several skills and it should be possible
to supplement exclusive vocational training courses.
Suitable linkages need to be established within a
system for occupational mobility and career develop-
ment over one' s ernployment/wtdrking life. For the
provision of relevant practical skills , agencies like
Krishi Udyog and Van Vikas Kendras and other
vozational training centres would be utilized , parti-
cularly for learning- by-doini. Similarly, , experienced
craftsmen and practitioners of the arts would be used
for imparting operational skills without undue insistence
on pedagogic certificates . Wherever new facilities
are to be created, they would be located , to the
maximum extent possible in the rural areas .

During the Seventh Five-Year Plan (1985-1990),
it is expected that the central Government will pro-
vide some central assi -tance to the states to enable
them to introduce vocationalization on a longer scale
and in a systematic way. . Emphasis is also being
given to Socially Useful Productive Work (SUPW)
in the elementary and secondary classes up to X in
order to Inculcate in the minds of young children
respect for manual work . SUPW, is int ended to
develop proper attitudes. Although SUPW is not con-
sidered as pre-vocational training, it is expucted to
help in making the programme of vocationalization
at the higher secondary stage a success .
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Curriculum of vocational courses

The National Review Committee on Higher Second-
ary Curriculum (1978) had given careful thought to the
nature of the curriculum which should be pursued at
the higher secondary (plus two) stage. It suggested
that apart from a language (which may be chosen) from
the given list of recognized languages, the vocational
stream should include as a compulsory core, the
General Foundation Course. Electives could be offered
depending upon the aptitude of the student and the
facilities available in the school. Seventy per cent
of the time is to be devoted to the intensive study
of the vocational cow-se, out of which the practicals
would constitute about fifty per cent. Of course,
suitable modifications could be made in the alIocat'on
of iime for theory and practice according to th
quirements of the subject. This scheme of vocation-
alized curriculum is more or less in vogue in
different states. There is a lot of flexibility .

designing curriculum for different vocational courses,
as any rigid pattern would defeat the purpose of
vocational cotn-ses becoming effective means for in-
creasing employability and productivity of the students.

The above model of vocationalization of higher
secondary education is in line with tht government's
overall pclicy of linking education with work and pro-
viding an opportunity to the students to enter into
the world of work at the end of the higher secondary
stage. Orientation of teachers, ariministrators and
parents in the usefulness of the vocational courses
will, it is hoped, have desirable results and make
the scheme a success.
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Chapter Four

A SCHEME FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION

Introductory remarks

The following scheme assumes a context in which
an innovative model is to be designed, implemented
on a trial or pilot baLis, and then evaluated to assess
its appropriateness for wider adoption. For a number
of the participating countries this assumption will
not be applicable because decisions about widespread
adoption have alr-ady been taken on other grounds.
In such cases the scheme could not b3 applied in any
complete sense and many of its suggested elements
would have to be revised or omitted. Nevortheless,
the scheme is included here as an ideal which, in
favourable cilcumstances could serve as an organ.zing
framework fo planning and evaluation. It is assomed
that participating countries will critically assess the
extent of its usefulness in their own contexts and
select those aspects which are relevant to the nature
and stage of development of their project and are
consistent with the resources available. The scheme
is presented simply as an aid to assist project planners
and evaluators to focus on queskions, issues or tasks
which may be relevant at different stages in the im-
plementation, monitoring and formal evaluation of
their project.

Some preliminary reminders

1. Effective innovations demand careful planning.
2. We can't plan sensibly unless we have a clear

idea of where we want to go.
3. Even the best of plans can go awry -- continuous

monitoring during implementation is vital to
effective management.
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4. The sooner we know how the projac: is going
the b Zter -- formative evaluation should begin
as soon as possible.

5. It is better to invest resources in formative
evaluation designed to ensure success than to
rely simply on summative evaluation to judge
success after the fact.

6. Elfective evaluation is committed, first and

foremost, to nroviding data that is useful to
thosc with ci,cision-making responsibilities con-

cerning the project.

The planning and evaluation

The first part of the scheme is presented as a
set of tasks which may be relevant to the needs
assessment, planning and evaluation of a project.
Under each of the tasks at each stage is a set c!
questioils v/hich are meant to illustrate
what issues could be used to focus and direct
the task. The 11st of questions is not exhaustive,
and each would probably require some further tran-
slation to the particular context of a given project.

The second part of the scheme is in the form
of a matrix relating the purposes or objectives of
evaluation at differwt stages of a project to the

kinds of evaluative data needed and the instruments
or methods appropriate for obtaining the data.

The tasks of planning and evaluation

a) Needs assessment and objectives

Systematic needs assessment involves:

(1) Clarify desired outcomes

- Are we clear about the specific 1m-

provement or outcomes that are sought?

Can these be expressed in simple
unambiguous terms understood by those
to be involvad in planning and evalua-
ting the project?

5 4
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- Is there sufficient consensus on the
validity and importance of the in-
tended outcomes?

(2) Separating means and ends

- Is it clear which of our intentions
are outcomes to be achieved and which
are ways proposed to get us there?

- Are we moving too quickly in deciding
on the means to our ends before assess-
ing other possibilities?

Setting outcome priorities(3)

Arc we able to agree on which of the
outcomes is most important to us?

- If resources are scarce, could any of
the outcomes be abandoned or deferred
without jeopardizing the primary out-
comes?

- In what way(s) are the different
outcomes related to one another -- are
some'essential as enabling conditions
for others?

(4) Measuring 'what is' for the intended
outcomes

- Vflhere do we (the students, the system
etc.) stand at present as far as the
desired outcomes are concerned?

- Can we accurately -leasure the relevant
variables (e.g. current achievement
levels, etc.) before the innovation is
implemented?

(5) Identifying gaps between 'what is' and
'what should be'

- Can we describe the difference between
where we are now and where we want
to be on each of the desired outcom s?

5 t)
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- Which of these differences is suf-
ficiently great to demand major
innovative attention?
Are the gaps such that we have a
realistic chance of chosing them?

- How far is i, realistic to try to go?

Setting objectives involves
(1) Setting realistic targets

- What intermediate steps toward the
eventual goal are realistically
possible in the present context?

- Can we establish specific target
improvements appropriate to different
stages in the life of the project?

- What rsources cal we reasonably expect
to have available to implement the
innovation?

(2) Distinguishing between proximal and
longer term goals
- Which lhort term outputs will be

necessary if the longer term goals are
to be achieved?

- Will it be possible to evaluate early
the project against the necessary short
term (interim) goals?

- At what stage will it be possible to
assess the impact of the project on the
long term goals?

- Will it ever be possible to evaluate
acheivement of the long term goals or
will we have to be satisfied with
evaluating the interim goals?

5 r,
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b) Planning
Systematic planning imrolves
(1) Being clear about the 'objectives and the

basis for the selecting the means
(processess and structures) to achieve
thew.

- What alternative models or strategies
could be proposed?
On what basis should we choose bet-
ween them?

- Can we estimate the costs and the
likelihood of success. of each alternative?

- Which alternative is most consistent
with existing human and other resources?

(2) Identifying and securing needed inputs
- What resources (all kinds) will he

needed to implement the project?
- Where will the resources be found?
- What 'non-cost' resources are available

in the community?
- How could these community resources be

mobilized?

- What retraining will be needed?
- How will this be achieved?

(3) Developing implementation plans
- Can we break the implementation task

into a number of sequential phases?
Can these be effectively placed within
the overall time line for the innovation?

- In what ways are the different phases
related to one another?

- Can any aspects be implemented con-
currently?
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- Can we depict the relationships
between the various phases in the
form of a timed flow-chart?

( 4 ) Establishing base-line data
- Is it feasible/necessary to gather

base-line data at this stage?
- How much of this is al- eady available

from the needs assessmeit data?

c ) Implementation and evaluation
Effective formative evaluation invol,,es
; l ) Being clear about the purpose of the

evaluation

- What data should be gathered to allow
ongoing monitoring of the project
against the goals being sought (out-
comes ) and the fidelity of implementa-
tion (inputs and processes )?
How will this be fed back into the
project so that improvements or modi-
fications can be made in good time?

(2 ) Being clear about the foci of formative
evaluation

(3)

- Will we be able to identify and measure
to ber.eficial effects of the project?

- How will we assess whether the im-
plementation is going ahead as planned ?

- How will we stay alert to unwanted
side-effects?

Beirg clear about the specific aspects
or variables which should be monitored
- What indicators should we monitor to

assess desired and potentially un-
desirable outcoms?

r:5
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- What indicators should we monitor to
assess the fidelity of implementation
of the project?

What will be the available sources of
data for each of these indicators?

- How will we monitor the costs and
resource-flow demandf the project
each stage?

(4) Choosing efficient methods for gathering
the necessary data

- What would he the simplest and cheap-
est way of obtaining data on each of
the indicators?

- Will the data be amendable to speedy
and simple tabulation for feedback or
analysis purposes?

- Do we have the expertise
monitor costs?

to adequately

- What resources would be needed for
observation interview and feedback
questionnaire design?

- Do we have adequate 1 sts or other in-
struments to monitor student achievement
during the trial?

Effective summative evahation involves

(1) Measuring and evaluating outcomes

- Can we reliably and validly measure
each of the priority outcomes?

- Can we estimate the costs and
resources consumed in achieving these
outcomes?

- Are we satisfied with the level of
achievement on each of the priority
outconles?

- Have the gains been commensurate with
the costs involved?
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(2) Comparing the new with the old
Is the innovation significantly better
than the old model to justify the cost
and disruption involved?

- Is 'staying with the old' a realistic
alternative if the innovation is found
to be ineffective?

(3) Assessing potential for widespread adop-
tion

- Under what conditions did the in-
novation demonstrate its effectiveness?

- Can we reasonably assume the same
conditions will apply under widespread
adoption?

What costs wouid be associated with
widespread adoption?

- Do 're have the human resources needed
for effective adoption on a universal
scale?
Can we phase-in the general adoption
of t)-,e model?

- What could sensibly be attempted
next year?
What would be needed to extend the
adoption progressively over the coming
years?

6c)
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Evaluation Design Matrix

Statement of Purposes
Objectives and

Anticipated Conditions

Verbal Description
of the Stage of Success
(including criteria)

Impacts (Purposes)

a) Statement

b) Condition

Products (Outputs)

a) Statement

b) Condition

Milestones (Process)

a) StStement

b) Condition

Readiness (Inputs)

a) Statement

b) Condition

Variable Adequate to
Describe the Successful

Stage

Instruments and
Sources of Data
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Chapter Five

FUTURE CO-OPERATIVE ACTION

General guidelines

1. Objectives

The countries involved in restructuring their
secondary education programmes should establish a
network of centres and styclies aimed at developing
alternative modr.Ils of secoi,clary education to suit
each country's critical needs. The participating
countries should co-operate to exchange materials
and develop curricula and exemplar materials which
might be examined, evaluated and adapted for use.

2. Design and plan

a ) Formulation of a network among the countries
interested, and/or engaged, in testructuring
their secondary educatiwi programmes is
the first step to be taken.
One unresolved issue which remains at this
stage concerns the optimum number of coun-
tries to be involved. Should more countries
be added to those participating in the Task
Force Meeting? If so, how can they be en-
couraged to join? What is the optimum
number of countries needed to comprise a
functional and efficient network or team. It
will be important to consider these questions
early if new participants are to be able to
take part in the planning phases.
Modalities for co-operation, exchange and in-
teraction among participating countries could
include, inter alia:

b)
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(1) Plannirg and monitoring
(a) A number of meetings over the

duration of the co-operative study
to assisc participants to plan, im-
plement and monitor their .innovative
projects.

(2) Study tours and personnel exchange
(a) Inter-country exchange of resource

persons

(b) Systematic exchange of information
and experiences

(c) Attachment and internship programmes
(3) Co-operative development

(a) Joint workshops for curriculum and
instructional material development

(b) Co-operative development of evaluation
models, instruments and reporting
formats

(c) Co-operative development and joint
publication of evaluation reports

(4) Pilot projects
(a) Establishment of .3ilot institutions

to try out new models and structure
(b) Study groups or task forces to es-

tablish designs for pilot implemen-
tation

c) Since the propos i study aims at the im-
provement of secondary education through the
development and implementation of innovative
models, sufficient time must be allocated
for each participating country to cover all
stages of planning, implementation, evaluation,
and possible adoption of the innovation for
nation-wLde application.
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) While the major portion of expenses should
be borne by the governments of the
participating countries, co-operative en-
deavour to several additional financial
support may be necessary to facilitate the
functioning of the network.

e ) As a way of identifying those issues or
features of the various innovations on which
exchange of information or co-operative
work is desirable, each participating country
is asked to consider and report on their own
strengths and needs in relation to the follow-
ing aspects or stages of the innovation
process:
(1) Planning and development

(a ) Determining the philosophy and pur-
poses of secc adary education in the
context of the country ' s critical
needs.

( b ) Setting priorities among the identified
purposes and objectives.

(c ) Formulating or conceptualizing new
strus.tures or models to fulfil those
purposes.

(d ) Planning to implement an innovative
model.

(e ) Management of an innovative project.
(f ) Identifying values and attitudes of

educators and others which may
hinder innovation.

(g ) Systematic curriculum development.
(h ) Preparation of instructional materials

and other facilities.
(2) Implementation

(a ) Training and recruitment of specialist
personnel (especially for vocational
teaching) .
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(b) Estimating and securing needed
financial resources.

(c) Utilizing educational technology.
(d) Securing co-operation from other

ministries and social agencies needed
for effective introduction of the in-
novation.

(e) Identifying an.1 mobilizing available
community 1.-i...sources.

(f) Securihg inter-institutional co-
operation and co-ordination.

(g) Diffusion strategies.
(3) Monitoring and evaluation

(a) Identifying appropriate models and
methodologies for formative and
summative evaluation.

(b) Carrying out formative and sw-A-
mative evaluations.

(c) Performing co.,t and cost-benefit
analyses.

(d) Reporting on the innovation.
(4) Curriculum themes or emphases

(a) Work experience models for secondary
education.

(b) Vocational and personal awareness
- (c) Education in ccience and technology

(d) Moral educat. n and values clarifica-
tion.

(e) Promoting bifective concept learning.
(f) Life skills development.
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f ) ACEID should exercise a co-ordinating
function in
(1) Organizing and sustaining the network for

co-operation and excange.
(2) Facilitating the activities carried out

by participating countries.

Plan for further co-operative action

.0

It is envisaged that sometime in 1986 there will
be a regional workshop to review and synthesize the
progress made by each of the participating countries
in developing their innovative models of secondary
education. Prior to this, and as part of the overall
plan for co-operation and exchange between the
participating countries, each participant will be
responsible for:

1. Preparing a national inventory of innovative
prnjects/activities related to the development of alter-
native models for secondary education (The inventory
might include innovative projects in curriculum devel-
opment related to the design of instructional materials,
educational media, educational facilities, learning
modules, assessment and evaluation instruments, etc.
The inventory should be completed by mid 1985).

2. Preparing in-depth case studies of innovative
project , related to particular aspects of secondary
education. (Examples could include the vocationaliza-
tion of secondar) education, programmes to link
education and the world of work, vocational and tech-
nical education, etc. These studies should be carried
out in 1984/1985, and reports should be available by
mid 1985. )

3. Conducting in his or her own country a national
workshop for the purpose of:

a) developing and refining proposals and designs
for innovative projects in secondary
education, and
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b) scrutinizing and updating the national
inventory and finalizing the reports of
the in-depth case studies.

(This workshop should be held sometime in
the latter half of 1984 or early in 1985. )

4. Participating, Nvhere appropriate, in mobile
training workshops and study visits in the participating
countlies for the purpose of exchaLging ideas and ex-
periences related to the new models of secondary ed-
ucation being tried in the different countries (1984-
1986) .

5. Facilitating, study visits, special attachments
or internships in his or her own corntry for persons
elsewhere in the region Nvho may be interested in
the host country's innovative projects or nlodels
(1984-1986).

6. Facilitating the exchange through APEID, of in-
formation, personnel and relevant materials anlong the
participating menfber -countries.

7. Participating during 1985 in an initlrim regional
workshop on the co-opexative development of new
models for secondary education.
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Chapter Six

FOLLOW-UP ACTION -.7 INL 7IDUAL COUNTRIES

During the course of the meeting the participants

developed, by way of follow-up tentative action
plans relevant to their specific needs. 1Nnese are

outlined below;

India

Training of key personnel for implemmting the
progranune of vocatiunalization of higher secondary

education in India

1. Introduction

The Government ,f India has of late given a high

priority to the programn.4 of vocationaliation uf

higher secondazy education ('plus Imo' stag con-

stituting classes XI and XII). Althougl. the tAucational

Conunission (1964-1966) had reconunended vocatioualiza-

tion of higher secondary education, not much could be

done in this sphere until a few years ago. Even now,

there are only 50,000 students offering vocational

coursAs in general higher secondary schools throughout

the country. With the new emphasis given to
Linking Education with Productivity in the Approach

in the Paper for the Sevent'a Five Year Plan (1985-

1990), the progranune of vocationalization assumes
added significance for reducing unemployment and in-

creasing productivity in the country.

2. Objeceive

The main objective of the proposed action for

the future is to arrange training .-)f key personnel in

charge of vocationalization of higher secondary
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education in the States and Union Territories.
It is expected that the training will enhance

the capabilities of these officers to manage the
programme of vocationalization in a more efficient
way. It will also enable the trained persons to
serve as resource persons and train subordinate officers
in their respective regions.

3. Strategy for action
A few training programmes will be organized

for the concerned personnel so as to equip thlm with
the necessary knowledge and skills in the planning
and management of the vocationalization.

4. Agencies concerned

The training programmes will be conducted under
the auspices of the National Institute of Educational
Planning and Administration (NIEPA), New Delhi.
Co-operation and help wil be sought from the sister
agency, the National Council of Educational Research
and Training (NCERT), New Delhi.

5. Time

A few training programmes specially designed
for the purpose are proposed to be organized during
1984-1985, and 1985-1986. Besides, some element
of training will also be incorporated in the on-
going programmes of training for District Education
Officers.

Thailand

A survey of relationship between curriculum objectives
and achievement

It is proposed that a survey be conducted to
learn more about the relationship between the structure
of the curriculum and the degree to which it has been
successfully implemented. Of particular interest is
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data on the balance between emphases on the four
learning components; Language, Numericai, Technological
(Thinking) and Humanistic. The nLed to determine the
optimum proportion among these four components in
producing a humanistic matured personality for all
citizens is of the highest priority.

If possib).e, documents concerning the curriculum
strucWre in several countries within and outside
the region will be acquired. If funds are available,
visits to some selected countries where the successful
implementation is evident will be very helpful. In
such cases, case studies will be done to search for
a legitimate model for future development.

Japan

Organization of discussion meetings
The report of ihe Task Force Meeting will be

distributed to selected members of staff of National
Institute of Educational Research and a series of
meetings will be held with participation of staff of
research on educational planning and staff of the
Asian sectiop of NIER. This meeting will discuss
issues and trends of secondary education in Japan and
possible future collaboration of joint studies on secon-
der? education with the participating countries.

Republic of Korea

Proposed national seminar

1. Background

The new model of secondary education under
discussion was proposed by a research team of the
Korean Educational Development Institute in 1980 in
the hope of restructuring the present system of secon-
dary education. The existing system has been
criticized by many educators as well as the public
as being inadequate to meet the varied needs of in-
dividual students. The proposal for the new model

p-/,1
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mnas a response to such dissatisfaction. However,
for some reasons, the proposal was not brought to the
attention of policy makers and hffluential educators.
It is therefore desirable to bring this model to the
policy makers, educators, and the public for serious
consideration. A national seminar for the discussion
of the new model could be a significant first step
toward the restructuring of secondary schools in Korea.

2. Objectives

The objectives of the seudnar are:

a ) to arouse awareness on the part of the
policy makers, educators and the general
public, o! the need for restructuring the
present system of secondary education;

b ) to stimulate policy makers to search earnestly
for alternative models;

c ) to have the proposed model fully discussed,
critically exaudned, and snpplemented or
revised so that an improved model will
emerge in the seudnar;

d ) to discuss and plan possible ways of trying
out the new model.

3. Wor strately and procedures

a ) Formation of a planning group

It seems desirable to invite some key per-
sonnel to form a planning group for
organization of the seudnar. They may be
the research team. leader who is responsible
for the proposed model, an administrator of
the agency to conduct the seminar (KEDI
representative), a mdnistry official in c_arge
of secondary education, and the NDG CFariman.

b ) Development of a detailed programme for the
seminar
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Participants: There will be 15 to 20 parti-
cipants including ministry
officials, secondary school
personnel, scholars in educa-
tion and other related areas,
and people representing mass
conununication.

Procedures : Presentation of the new model
will be followed by discussicls
by designated discussants and
free exchange of ideas among
seminar members. The pro-
ceedings will be published for
further discussion and
dissemination purposes.

Date It will be a one day seminar
to be held either in the Fall
or during the Winter vacation
of the 1984 school year.

Indonesia

Introduction of computing courses in General
Secondary Schools (SMA)

1. Background information

Senior

The number of enrolments of General Senior
Secondary Schools (SW) keeps increasing rapidly
every year. Most of SMA graduates want to pursue
further education at the higher learning instittaions,
but the fact is that only a percentage of them
can be admitted at universities or institutes.

The 1984 SMA curriculum provides various
kinds of elective programmes (B programme) that are
meant p-imarily for those SMA graduates who will
prepare themselves for the world of work after
graduation, rather than continuing to the higher level
of education. In TDIanning and implementing those pro-
grammes we shoui take into consideration tae problems
of overall jobs structures as well as the :ocial
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attitudes or value system prevailing in the community
Computing is one of the B programmes that hopefully
will have a good prospect in the future and at the
same time is likely to attract younger people.

2. Objectives
The computing courses are designed to:
a) provide students with programmes that will

attract them;
b) provide students with knowledge and skills

in computer use, especially in the fields of
commerce, services, and industries.

3. Strategies

a) Planning of the programmes
It is ne-essary to start the programmes with
selected SMA's or regions. Surveys will
be conducted to identify the regions in which
computer 1..s been widely used as well as to
identify the types of skills and equipment
required. Insti _tional programmes can then
be developed, based on the results of the
surveys.

b) Management

In implementing the programmes, the schools
need to establish co-operation with existing
local computer training centres to ensure:
(1) provision and training of instructors;
(2) development of adequate training pro-

grammes;
(3) support for maintenance of soft-ware

and hardware.
c) Equipment

The equipment to be provided in schools
will be chosen to adhere to those utilized
by the end users of SMA graduates.
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d) Evaluation

At the early stage, efforts should be focused
on internal evaluation of the plan, the prl-
cess as the interim products. Later on,

some kind of external evaluation needs to be
conducted before large scale implementation.

4. Time schedule

The proposed schedule for the development of
the programme is as follows:

1984/1985 -- Planning (needs assessment, develop-
ment of instructional progrannnes)

1985/1986 -- Provision of hardware training, etc. and

first year of implem ,ation in schools.

7
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Annex I

AGENDA

1. Inaugural Session

2. Electon of Officers of th Meeting

3. Consideration of the Agenda and
Provisional Schedule of Work

3. Country reports on new models of
secondary education

5. Guidelines for co-operative development
and implementation of new models of secondary
education

6. Guidelines for appraisal of models of
secondary education

7. Plan for future work by ihdividual
participants

8. Consideration and adoption of the Draft Report
of the Meeting and closing of the Meeting
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